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FOREWORD

CHANGING A

NEW WORLD
G E N E R A T I N G

JUR I E
W I L L EM SE
CHAIRMAN

I M P A C T

P O S T - C O V I D

COVID-19 and its associated health and economic

As a minority of observers noted when the lockdowns started, it is easy to stop but not so easy to restart globally

ramifications remained the most impactful event

interconnected economies. Exit strategies from self-imposed lockdowns have proven to be far more difficult than

during 2021, not only internationally but also in

envisaged. Collateral damage due to the pandemic response became globally significant, but even more so in

the small business segment in emerging markets

emerging markets where it adversely affected millions of people by increasing poverty, food insecurity, loneliness,

where GroFin’s funds and programmes are focused.

unemployment, school closures, and interrupted healthcare services leading to increased and earlier mortality

Never has an economy as interlinked as the present

unrelated to COVID-19.

system been subjected to shocks as large as the
lockdowns implemented in the wake of COVID-19.

We have seen these impacts first-hand in the various portfolios we manage. From schools that were closed for

The pandemic has caused much morbidity and

almost two years (in Uganda) to teenage pregnancies jumping by 60% (in South Africa) to substantial numbers of

mortality. This has been and continues to be, tragic.

business defaults. The impact was visible everywhere.

However, economic lockdowns also brought about
In these circumstances, GroFin’s founding belief that SMEs require support beyond finance to succeed has proven

further suffering, even if unintended.

to be as true as ever. We, therefore, focused our efforts in 2021 on supporting our existing clients to remain viable

BR I EN NE
VAN DER WALT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

The wisdom of hard lockdowns, like those imposed

and to preserve as many jobs as possible. The impact figures contained in this report reflect hard-won gains for

in

many entrepreneurs and are a testament to the human impact of every job GroFin and its investors are proud to

developed

economies,

might

have

been

considered more carefully by emerging market

have helped sustain.

governments. These countries have predominantly
young populations, while data already available
at the onset of lockdowns showed that the elderly
were most at risk due to COVID-19. Contextual
conditions, such as substantial reliance on crowded
public transport and limited financial buffers to
accommodate reduced economic activity, meant
that lockdown strategies were unlikely to be very
effective in curbing the spread of the virus and was
likely to place a great socioeconomic burden on
populations. The unintended health and non-health
consequences of hard lockdowns always stood the
chance of being more damaging than the virus itself.
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Figures as at 31 December 2021

INVESTMENT & IMPACT AT A GLANCE

INPUT

OUTPUT

SUSTAINABLE SME
DEVELOPMENT
PLATFORM

OUTCOME

SUCCESSFUL,
GROWING SMES

768

No. of client organisations: SMEs

INCLUSIVE
EMPLOYMENT

12%

Start-ups invested in

5M+
US$ 540M

Raised capital & grants
towards funds

34

Investors/funders

96

US$ 366.7M

Disbursed to SME clients

Entrepreneurs and SMEs
received non-financial
(business) support

Employees

647

Years of cumulative
SME experience

Total jobs sustained*

210

Women-owned businesses
invested in**

8,490
25,805

Jobs maintained in directly
financed enterprises

SUSTAINED AND
INCLUSIVE GROWTH

US$ 275M

Economic value added
during 2021

Individual clients of directly
financed enterprises (customers
served) per annum

77,960
10,180

IMPACT

389,800
Total family
members
supported by
investees p.a.
(Livelihoods
supported)

Women jobs maintained in directly
financed enterprises

60%

Semi-skilled/unskilled labour***
* Total jobs = jobs maintained at directly financed enterprises + indirect jobs sustained
**Businesses financed with women holding at least 20% of shares and as part of the executive leadership (Chairperson, Managing Director, CEO, COO, Director, etc.) of the company
*** International Labour Organisation Standard Classification of Jobs - Skill Level 1 and 2
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financial information for decision-making. This

greater challenges than before. As the pandemic

will remain a key focus area of our support to

dragged on into its second year, it became clear

clients in the coming year.

that short-term measures would not be enough
to help entrepreneurs and their businesses
adapt to a “new normal”. In 2021, GroFin's
clients were affected by higher input
costs,

intermittent

As

clients

marketing

push

their

training

programme.

Marketing team had provided

pay their debts.

one-on-one digital marketing
training to 45 clients in nine

In this environment, GroFin
on

continuous

advice and support to our
to

to

By the end of 2021, GroFin’s

to return and even slower to

clients

struggled

we intensified our existing digital

lockdowns,

and customers that were slow

focused

often

revenues back up to pre-pandemic levels,

help

ensure

conducted

follow-up

sessions

with

their improved business visibility

survival of their businesses and
support activities centred on coaching

We

clients supported in 2020 as

the

the jobs they sustain. Our business

countries.

warranted

further

guidance

on

digital marketing tactics and analytics.

clients on the importance of adequate financial

GroFin also assisted clients who needed in-

management, the review of key financial ratios

depth marketing support with brand development

to ensure proper cash flow management, and

and logo designs. We hosted a marketing

managing and cutting costs. A pilot project,

workshop for entrepreneurs from the Mastercard

launched in Jordan, to provide clients with

Foundation's ‘Hanga Ahazaza’ network to guide

basic accounting services has again proven the

young Rwandans in the tourism sector on the

importance of access to timely and accurate

effective use of social media.

GROFIN CLIENT SATISFACTION CONTINUES TO
INCREASE
As GroFin strives to continuously improve the service and support we provide our clients, we
are proud to report an increase of 17.5 percentage points in our overall client satisfaction
rate over the past two years. In 2021, 83% of GroFin clients who participated in our
annual client satisfaction survey indicated that they were "satisfied" or "highly satisfied"
with our services. The survey had a response rate of 53% and the findings are
based on the views expressed by 95 GroFin clients.
Notably, the survey showed exceptional improvement to 82.6% in client
satisfaction with the business support provided by GroFin's Investment

SUPPORTING SMES
BEYOND COVID-19

SUPPORTING SMES
BEYOND COVID-19

Over the past two years, SMEs have faced even

SECTOR SPOTLIGHT: EDUCATION
Education was one of the sectors in GroFin’s portfolio most severely
affected by COVID-19 restrictions. Regulations forced schools in Kenya to
remain closed for most of 2020, whilst schools in Uganda were closed both in
2020 and 2021. Although some schools could switch to online learning, most could only collect
a small portion of their regular school fees. Student numbers and fee payments remained under
pressure as many parents struggled financially.
GroFin’s SGB Fund supported these schools by providing them 0% interest concessionsto help ensure
they remained viable businesses despite the severe strain on their revenues. We also supported
Twiddle Pips Junior School and Kinderville Junior School, both located in Nairobi, by reviewing their
online presence and conducting one-on-one training sessions with the entrepreneurs to help improve
their social media marketing efforts.
While Twiddle Pips already struggled to grow its student numbers before the onset of the pandemic,
the school saw a significant increase of 80% (from 150 to 270) in its student number in the seven
months since implementing the recommendations made during the training. This growth means that
the school can now comfortably meet its obligations and no longer needs to rely on other means to
supplement its income and cash flow.
Based on GroFin’s assessment and advice, Kinderville revamped its website and increased the visibility
of its brand on all social media platforms after completing the training. As a result, online enquiries
increased significantly and led to 44 new enrolments in the first school term of 2021.

“Let me extend our appreciation to
GroFin for the support we have been
receiving. The training on social media
marketing was insightful. Based on
the few changes we made as per your
suggestion, we have witnessed a
hundred-fold increase in traffic to the
(school’s) Facebook page.”

Managers, compared to 69% in 2020. This result was echoed in the
overwhelmingly positive responses from clients around GroFin’s COVID-19
support, staff professionalism, consistent follow-ups, responsiveness,
promptness, and understanding of client challenges. The survey also showed
that four out of five GroFin clients will recommend our services to a supplier,
client, or fellow entrepreneur.
George Ochieng,
Owner of Twiddle Pips
Junior School
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In 2020, the Investing for Employment GmbH (IFE), an investment
facility created by KfW on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and Development, committed EUR 5.21m in
relief funding to the SGB Fund to combat the negative financial impact
of COVID-19 on its client businesses. The IFE was established in that
year and forms an integral part of the German Government’s Special
Initiative on Training and Employment.
The SGB Fund continued to utilise this funding in 2021 to extend grants
covering operational relief and interest subsidies to selected clients. At
the end of 2021, a total of EUR 3.2m in grants had been disbursed to
27 clients in four SGB Fund countries to relieve the liquidity constraints
these businesses were facing due to the impact of the pandemic.
In April 2021, GroFin conducted a survey on behalf of KfW to assess
the satisfaction level of the sub-grantees under the Programme.
The survey was sent out to 17 sub-grantees with a response rate
of 70.6%. That survey found that the grant funding helped 100% of
the respondents, in one way or another, to mitigate the impact of the
pandemic on their business. Furthermore, at the time of the survey,
they had all been able to retain their employees and 25% had even
been able to employ more people.

GRANTEE SPOTLIGHT

SUPPORTING SMES
BEYOND COVID-19

KfW Grant Assistance

KFW GRANT BENEFICIARY
Iramiro Clinic
Iramiro Clinic consists of two private medical
clinics located in Kigali and Kabuga town,
in Rwanda’s Northern Province. The clinics
offer healthcare services such as internal
medicine, minor surgery, laboratory analysis,
physiotherapy, dentistry, gynaecology, and
paediatric services.
Iramiro first received financing from GroFin’s
SGB Fund in 2017 to purchase medical
equipment as well as to acquire a commercial
property and refurbish it. This enabled the
business to move from rented premises to
a much more modern facility and it could
increase its number of patients from around
30 per day to around 70 per day.
The clinic was performing well at the start of
2020 and was constructing a new building
at its Kabuga branch to add consultation
rooms, a maternity ward, a hospital wing, and
a staff canteen to its facilities. The COVID-19
pandemic had a severe impact on the clinic
and saw its sales revenue fall by around 45%
between February and May 2020.
Rwagasana Jean Baptiste, Iramiro’s owner,
says patient numbers drastically declined as
people tried to avoid the perceived high risk
of visiting a healthcare facility. “The business
was at high risk of closing as we were unable
to pay even 30% of our costs.”
In December 2020, it received a KfW grant
that enabled it to cover the cost of salaries and
consumables for the following six months. “It was
like a miracle – because we didn’t have any other
way of running the business as we didn’t know
when the pandemic would end,” Baptiste says.
However, despite this assistance, Iramiro
remained under pressure in 2021 as its
overhead costs rose faster than its sales.
It was also dealt another setback when a
resurgence in COVID cases forced Rwanda
back into lockdown in July 2021.
Iramiro received a second KfW grant in
November 2021, enabling it to overcome
this challenging period and complete the
construction of its new facilities. “The help
received allowed us to maintain our employees
and suppliers and we could use the money
generated from our routine activities to finalise
the construction."
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Thanks to KfW’s support,
Iramiro now provides
healthcare services to
around 2,700 patients per
month. It has created 23 new
jobs compared to its staff
number before the start of
the pandemic and currently
employs 53 people, including
24 women and 9 low-skilled
employees. The clinic also
spurred the creation of other
small businesses, with 5
pharmacies now operating in
the surrounding area.
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SUPPORTING LOCAL
START-UPS IN NORTHERN IRAQ

ORANGE CORNERS INNOVATION FUND
GroFin is broadening its impact in Iraq through a

After

completing

the

six-month

programme,

partnership to provide coaching, mentoring and

selected incubatees will receive additional financial

financial assistance; in the form of the Orange

assistance from OCIF and continued business

Corners Innovation Fund (OCIF); to local start-ups as

support over the next three years.

part of the Orange Corners programme in Kurdistan,
northern Iraq.

Orange Corners is promoted and sponsored by
the Netherlands Enterprise Agency, at the request

GroFin Iraq was selected to implement the OCIF

of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. OCIF is an

at the end of 2021 and will offer skills workshops

additional component to Orange Corners. It aims to

and one-on-one coaching sessions to nearly 100

stimulate innovation and improve access to finance

entrepreneurs, participating in the Orange Corners

for entrepreneurs in Africa and the Middle East.

incubation programme in Erbil. The training and
mentorship offered to Orange Corners incubatees
will help to ensure that they are equipped to turn their
business ideas into viable businesses and that they
have the necessary skills to succeed in a challenging
operating environment.

“GroFin was founded based on the belief that entrepreneurs
need more than money to successfully grow their businesses.
We are proud to be part of a project that recognises this and will
enable us to advise and guide an even greater number of young
entrepreneurs to start and grow their businesses, so they create
sustainable livelihoods for Iraqis.”

Ashraf Esmael

“Through our partnership with GroFin, we
are able to support young entrepreneurs in
Erbil with access to finance and stimulate
innovation. We are excited about the
collaboration and are looking forward to
increasing our impact.”

GroFin Chief Investment Officer
Middle East

Mike Sips
Programme Advisor Youth Employment and
Entrepreneurship for OCIF
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AGASARO ORGANIC
RWANDA
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE

Figures as at 31 December 2021

CUMULATIVE GROSS ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT
(GAUM) OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS

CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY
FINANCED ENTERPRISES DURING THE LAST 5 YEARS

US$ M
177

178

174

28,344 29,457 27,328
26,273

10,341

East Africa

25,805

163

JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY FINANCED
ENTERPRISES - BY REGION

142

6,825

MENA

6,453

West Africa

2,185

Southern Africa

2017
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

708

761

2019

2020

2021

At the end of 2021, GroFin’s investees sustained a total of
25,805 direct jobs. This reflects a net loss of 175 direct jobs
during the year, compared to the net loss of 2,129 direct jobs
recorded in 2020 due to the pandemic. GroFin’s active client
businesses showed more resilience in 2021 as COVID-19
restrictions were gradually lifted during the year.

NO. OF CLIENT ORGANISATIONS (SMES) OVER THE
LAST 5 YEARS (CUMULATIVE)

733

2018

The remaining decrease in jobs is attributed to clients of the
GroFin Africa Fund which are no longer included in the job
figures after exiting the portfolio five years ago. As per GroFin’s
Impact Policy, all impact indicators for exited clients are
assumed to remain in steady state for five years, after which
they are no longer considered to fall within GroFin’s purview.

768
JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY FINANCED
ENTERPRISES - BY GENDER

667

YOUTH JOBS MANTAINED AT
DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES
YOUTH WOMEN
JOBS

WOMEN

30%

3,111

MEN

YOUTH MEN
JOBS

70%
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

DISBURSEMENTS TO CLIENT ORGANISATIONS (SMES)
OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS (CUMULATIVE)

JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES - BY SECTOR

22% Professional, IT & Other Services

Manufacturing

332

353

360

7,841

24%

366

Electricity, Gas, Steam, & Air
Conditioning Supply

304

1%
1%
Waste Collection, Treatment, & 3%

Wholesale & Retail

Agribusiness

Management

RIVELCO AGRIFOOD
KENYA

2017

13
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2019

2020

2021

13%

4%

Transport & Logistics

11%

5%

Healthcare

6%

Construction

Food & Accommodation

10% Education
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE

Figures as at 31 December 2021

GENDER LENS INVESTMENT
CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS BY REGION

15%

24%

27%

27%

34%

1 in every 3 direct jobs

of businesses that GroFin provides
financial and business support, are
owned and managed by a woman*

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF WOMEN-OWNED &
MANAGED* BUSINESSES INVESTED IN

210

sustained by GroFin investees,
is held by a woman

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF WOMEN JOBS
MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES

210

196

9,526

9,617
9,041

7,877

8,490

188
SOUTHERN AFRICA

MENA

WEST AFRICA

EAST AFRICA

(Zambia & South Africa)

(Egypt, Jordan, Oman & Iraq)

(Senegal, Ivory Coast,
Ghana & Nigeria)

(Rwanda, Uganda,
Kenya & Tanzania)

2017

2018

2017

Manufacturing

Wholesale & Retail Trade

24%

Professional,
IT & Other
Services

10%
7%

Education

7%

Healthcare

www.grofin.com

2019

2020

2021

* Businesses financed with women holding at least 20% of shares and
as part of the executive leadership (Chairperson, Managing Director,
CEO, COO, Director, etc.) of the company

75%

25%

MEN-OWNED
BUSINESSES

WOMENOWNED &
MANAGED*
BUSINESSES

SUSTAINING LIVELIHOODS AND SUPPORTING ECONOMIC GROWTH

11%

6%

Construction

15

2018

US$ 90.6M

ACHIEVING IMPACT

2%
2%
2%

Agribusiness

2021

22%

Electricity, Gas, Steam, and
Air Conditioning Supply
Waste Collection,
Treatment, &
Management

2020

CUMULATIVE INVESTMENTS IN
WOMEN-OWNED & MANAGED* BUSINESSES

165

AMOUNT INVESTED:

CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS PER SECTOR

2019

7%

Accommodation &
Food Service Activities

Transportation & Storage

389,800

US$ 275M

Total family members supported by
investees during 2021
(Livelihoods Supported)

Economic value added by investees
during 2021
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BUSINESS ACTIVITY

GROFIN CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS THE
ADVANCEMENT OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Pre-primary, primary, secondary & tertiary education
institutions, and the printing of educational textbooks &
other support materials.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
GroFin recognises that responsible businesses and investments, rooted
in the United Nations (UN) universal principles, are crucial for achieving
transformational change aligned with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). How GroFin advances the SDGs through its investments in
its sectors of focus is depicted below.

BUSINESS ACTIVITY
Provision of tailored finance and business support to all
GroFin investees.
Disbursement:..............................................US$ 366M

GOALS

Disbursement:.............................................US$ 25.5M
No. of client organisations (SMEs)...........................54

GOALS

Borehole drilling & technical services related to water
supply, water treatment facilities, production & retail of
bottled drinking water, and retail of hygiene products.
Disbursement:................................................US$ 14M
No. of client organisations (SMEs)...........................31

No. of client organisations (SMEs)........................768
Total jobs sustained.....................................................77,960

Manufacturing & retail of energy efficient products and the
provision of clean energy solutions (solar & LPG).

Livelihoods supported................................................389,800

Disbursement:.............................................US$ 10.8M

Economic value added by investees during 2021

No. of client organisations (SMEs)...........................20

......................................................................US$ 275M
Total number of external investors.................................34
Capital and grants raised towards funds.........US$ 540M

Catering, camp management, camp cleaning services,
WASH, and urgent response services for internal
diaplaced people (IDPs) camps.

No. of technical assistance partners.....................................10
Women jobs at directly financed enterprises
.....................................................................................8,490

Agriculture, agri-processing, food manufacturing, and
wholesale & retail of food products.
Disbursement:................................................US$ 58M
No. of client organisations (SMEs).........................150

Disbursement:.................................................US$ 70K
No. of client organisations (SMEs)............................1

Construction, civil engineering services, manufacturing &
retail of construction materials, transport & logistics, and
telecommunications goods & services.
Disbursement:.............................................US$ 49.3M
No. of client organisations (SMEs)...........................86

Multispeciality clinics, daycare centres, medical diagnostic
facilities, and manufacturing & retail of pharmaceutical &
wellness products.
Disbursement:.............................................US$ 26.9M
No. of client organisations (SMEs)...........................58

17
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Waste collection, treatment & disposal, and the
manufacturing of eco-friendly products.
Disbursement:...............................................US$ 8.9M
No. of client organisations (SMEs)...........................12
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AL BARADA PRESS
Northern Iraq Investments (NII)
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OUR
FUNDS

GROFIN SMALL AND GROWING
BUSINESSES (SGB) FUND

The GroFin Small and Growing Businesses (SGB) Fund was set up in 2014 to serve as a
commercially oriented vehicle to provide development assistance, as well as start-up and early
stage growth-capital needed to develop sustainable small and growing businesses.
The Fund exclusively invests in Africa, in some of the most challenging business environments
globally. The businesses it funds generally operate in areas with a high rate of poverty, and often
employ people living in poverty or provide vital products and services to them.
GEOGRAPHICAL EXPOSURE:
Nigeria, Ghana, Zambia, Egypt, South Africa, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Uganda, Senegal, and Ivory Coast.

GROFIN SMALL
AND GROWING
BUSINESSES
(SGB) FUND

NOMOU
JORDAN
FUND (NJF)

NOMOU IRAQ
FUND (NIF)

INVESTORS AND FUNDERS

NORTHERN IRAQ
INVESTMENTS (NII)
Performance of the GroFin SGB Fund

NOMOU
OMAN FUND
(NOF)

21
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ASPIRE SMALL BUSINESS FUND (ASBF)
ASPIRE GROWTH FUND (AGF)

After posting its first recession in 25 years in 2020, SubSaharan Africa’s economy expanded by 4,5% in 2021.
Despite this uptick, the trading environment for small
businesses in the region remained extremely challenging.
The SGB Fund’s investees not only had to attempt to
recover from the severe losses the pandemic inflicted on
them in 2020 but faced renewed lockdown measures as
the second and then third wave of COVID-19 infections
washed over Africa.
The SGB Fund invested a cumulative amount of USD
123.4m in 219 businesses, before going into harvest in
2021. As such, the Fund did not make new investments
during the year but maintainted its efforts to support
the businesses in its existing portfolio to remain viable
while preserving as many jobs as possible. These efforts
helped to limit the net loss of direct jobs recorded during
the year to 401. The Fund still sustains 110 jobs per USD
1m invested, above the impact target set at its formation.
The grant funding provided to 27 of the Fund’s investees
through KfW’s Investing for Employment GmbH (IFE)
facility, played a valuable role in sustaining these
businesses and the jobs they provide.

At the end of 2021, the SGB Fund continued to
sustain 13,578 direct jobs. This figure includes 3,949
jobs held by women, 8,114 held by the youth, and
9,053 held by unskilled/semi-skilled workers. The
SGB Fund sustains a total of 42,200 direct and
indirect jobs and supports over 211,000 livelihoods.
In the current environment, the necessity and social
impact of each job sustained cannot be understated
– especially given the World Bank’s estimate that the
pandemic has pushed up to 40 million people in
Africa into extreme poverty (defined as living on less
than USD 1.90 a day). Women, youth, and low-skilled
workers remain most affected by a lack of social
safety nets and/or access to income opportunities.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) expects economic
growth in Sub-Saharan Africa to slow to 3.8% in 2022
and the medium-term outlook for the region remains
worrying. Africa is expected to feel the impact of the war
in Ukraine most acutely through higher food and fuel
prices, which will hurt consumer spending power and
only worsen the struggles of the continent’s poor. Against
this background, the SGB Fund will strive to maintain the
positive socio-economic impact generated by its existing
investees while maximising realisations.

GROFIN IMPACT REPORT 2021
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SGB FUND
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT THE END OF 2021
CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT
DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES

NO. OF CLIENT ORGANISATIONS (SMEs)

% OF WOMEN-OWNED AND
MANAGED BUSINESSES*

42%

15,917
217

219

14,018

219

13,979 13,578

12,210

42%

42%

42%

2019

2020

2021

41%

201
167

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2017

2018

* Businesses financed with women holding at least 20% of shares and as
part of the executive leadership (Chairperson, Managing Director, CEO, COO,
Director, etc.) of the company

CUMULATIVE GAUM (US$ M)

107.7
97.0
87.1

98

SECTOR DISTRIBUTION - OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO

217
82.4

201

Electricity, Gas, Steam & Air Conditioning Supply
Water Supply, Sewerage, Waste
Management & Remediation

167

Food & Accommodation
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Construction

CUMULATIVE REALISATIONS (US$ M)

3%
2%
3%

Transportation & Storage

6%
27%

7%

Manufacturing

Professional, IT & Other
Services

7%

90.5
74.5

7%

58.1

Agribusiness
21.6

18%

10%

10.4

Wholesale & Retail

Healthcare
2017

2018

2019

2020

12%

2021

Education

KINDERVILLE JUNIOR SCHOOL
KENYA

23
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SGB INVESTEE SPOTLIGHT

ALL LITE | SOUTH AFRICA

NOMOU JORDAN FUND

The Nomou Jordan Fund (NJF) was launched in 2014 to support the development of the country’s
SME sector. It prioritises investments in women-owned and employment-intensive businesses
to create maximum impact. The Fund’s mandate also includes a strong focus on investing in
businesses owned by – or employing – refugees or migrants.
All Lite Investments is a specialist electro-coating
and powder coating manufacturing business
operating in the automotive industry. All Lite was
formed in 2019, through a management buyout from
a listed company. GroFin extended financing to the
entrepreneur to finance this transaction and expand
the business. However, later that year, the South
African automotive industry suffered a downturn as
tepid economic growth dragged down new vehicle
sales. All Lite’s revenues declined significantly.
GroFin provided All Lite with critical support to help
ensure the survival of the business by advising the
entrepreneur on how to reduce costs and downsize
operations. GroFin also supported All Lite to look
for new business outside the automotive industry
and it won a new client which manufactures
lawnmowers. In 2020, South Africa’s strict
COVID-19 lockdown measures forced All Lite to
shut down for a month and thereafter it could only

operate at 50% of its capacity. These operational
restrictions – combined with unchanged fixed
costs – forced many automotive manufacturers to
close for good.
GroFin continued to support All Lite and
implemented a 6-month moratorium on its loan
repayments, providing the business with enough
cash flow relief that it could continue operating.
When lockdown restrictions eased, All Lite’s
turnover and profitability were higher than before
the pandemic as it won new clients from failed
competitors. As a result, it could re-employ
some of the workers it had retrenched earlier.
The business continues to sustain 27 jobs,
including 7 held by women. GroFin continues
to support the entrepreneur to further diversify
All Lite’s client base into other sectors and to
navigate what remains a challenging period for
automotive manufacturing in South Africa.

“GroFin’s advice and support helped my business to make it through a very difficult
period. They stayed by my side during the pandemic and guided me when I had to
make critical decisions. GroFin gave me the opportunity to rebuild after the setbacks and
to keep going even if other challenges remain. I am proud that my business can continue
to offer people work at a time when unemployment in South Africa is extremely high.”

Jannis Lombard
Executive Director of All Lite
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Performance of the Nomou Jordan Fund
The COVID-19 pandemic continued to play a key role in the
performance of the Jordanian economy and the Nomou
Jordan Fund during 2021. The renewal of lockdown
measures inflicted some pain on businesses in the first
half of the year, but conditions improved in the second half
as the economy reopened. The result was a positive but
meagre economic growth rate of 2% for the year.
In this economic climate, the Nomou Jordan Fund
disbursed a total of USD 2.82m in 2021. Since its inception,
the Fund has invested a cumulative amount of USD
28.05m in 46 clients through 59 transactions. At the end of
the year, the Fund had cumulatively sustained 1,828 direct
jobs. This figure includes 492 jobs held by women, 830
held by young people, and 1,237 held by unskilled/semiskilled workers. The Fund sustains a total of 2,740 direct
and indirect jobs and supports over 13,700 livelihoods.
These figures are all the more meaningful considering
the deep scars the pandemic appears to have
left on employment levels in Jordan. The country’s
unemployment rate remains high at 25%. The presence
of 1.3 million Syrian refugees in the country also continues
to place a high burden on the economy. The SME
sector has significant potential to help address these
urgent challenges, highlighting the continued relevance
of Nomou Jordan’s SME development mandate, as
well as its focus on refugees. To date, Nomou Jordan
has invested in 12 businesses owned by refugees or
migrants and 19 of its investees employ 186 refugees
or migrants.

This project aims to help address the lack of timely and
accurate financial information that is often observed
in small businesses and prevents entrepreneurs from
properly assessing their business’s financial position
for decision-making.
GroFin Jordan enhanced its business support capabilities
concerning ESG factors through cooperation with the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ) under its Green Action in Enterprises (GAIN) project.
Nomou Jordan will benefit from access to GIZ ESG expert
advice to deepen its ability to help investees identify, address,
and mitigate ESG risks inherent to their businesses.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) predicts that
Jordan’s economic growth rate will accelerate to 2.4% in
2022 as the government embarks on a post-pandemic
recovery programme. It faces major hurdles like regional
instability, the escalating economic impact of the war in
Ukraine, and the continued ramifications of the pandemic.
For Nomou Jordan, support to existing clients will be key to
ensuring the Fund can maintain its impact profile at a time
when economic uncertainty will continue to place more
livelihoods at risk.

INVESTORS AND FUNDERS

As we look to 2022, Nomou Jordan will focus on
maintaining extensive support to its clients. Over the
past year, GroFin Jordan has worked to strengthen its
business support offering through several new initiatives,
including a pilot project to provide basic accounting
services to selected clients in collaboration with an
external accounting service provider.
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CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS (US$ M)

CUMULATIVE REALISATIONS (US$ M)
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NJF INVESTEE SPOTLIGHT

NOMOU JORDAN FUND
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT THE END OF 2021

ISLAM KAOUKJI

Islam Kaoukji and Partner Company (Islam Kaoukji) imports semi-processed acrylic thread and polyester fabric
to produce finished acrylic thread and polyester row cover material (garden fabric). The business targets small
manufacturers producing school and other uniforms and farmers who use polyester fabric to cover their crops.
A Syrian migrant, Islam Kaoukji created the company that carries his name from a family business that
had been successfully selling acrylic thread in Jordan since 1985. Once one of the biggest traders in the
Jordanian textile market, its factory was forced to shut down in 2012 after a free trade agreement between
Jordan and Turkey made it impossible for Jordanian producers to compete with cheaper imported thread.
The business remained closed for a year until Islam was able to revive it by reengineering the production
process to use semi-processed thread. “Failure is not an option for me, and I also feel responsible to lead
and continue growing the family business,” Islam says.

1,422
1,330

In 2019, the Nomou Jordan Fund provided the business financing to purchase additional stock of its
production inputs to meet higher demand for its products. As governmental regulations allowed Islam
Kaoukji and its clients to operate during COVID-19 lockdowns, it could use the financing to significantly
grow its sales. The business more than quadrupled its sales between 2019 and 2020 and has expanded to
new export markets, including Algeria. The business continues to employ 9 people.
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SECTOR DISTRIBUTION OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO
Healthcare

BUSINESS SUPPORT
Manufacturing

25%

52%

Wholesale &
Retail Trade

“GroFin provided us with health instruction and
protocol, in addition to that, we ran a cash flow
exercise to determine our ability to sustain and meet
our obligations (during the pandemic). This gave me
added comfort,” Islam says.

Islam Kaoukji
Owner of Islam Kaoukji

16%

186
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Professional, IT &
Other Services

3%

Transport

3% 1%
1%

Accommodation &
Food services

When disruptions to shipping meant that Islam had to find short-term financing to pay for raw materials to avoid paying penalties at
customs, GroFin also directed him to a company that could quickly offer him appropriate short-term financing.

Education
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NOMOU IRAQ FUND &
NORTHERN IRAQ INVESTMENTS

NOMOU IRAQ FUND & NORTHERN IRAQ INVESTMENTS
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT THE END OF 2021

CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS (US$ M)

Nomou Iraq Fund
The Nomou Iraq Fund (NIF) was launched in 2013 with the
objective to develop a strong SME sector to help rebuild
the economic fabric of Iraq and create sustainable jobs for
Iraqis. The Fund aims to support local content development
to help rebuild an industrial economy damaged by war and
embargoes and to create employment in a region where
the fast-growing and predominantly young workforce has
limited opportunities.
GroFin Iraq initially started its operations in Basra, in the
south of the country, where the Nomou Iraq Fund has built
up a portfolio of SME clients.

Northern Iraq Investments
GroFin, with the support of USAID under the Iraq Middle
East and North Africa Investment Initiative (MENA II),
launched Northern Iraq Investments (NII) in 2019 to provide
finance and technical assistance to small and mediumsized businesses with a high propensity for job creation.
NII aims to support local Iraqi entrepreneurs, including those
from the minority groups most affected by ISIS, in rebuilding
the region’s SME sector. Its purpose is to help grow and
develop sustainable small businesses to stimulate economic
growth, foster stability, and create sustainable livelihoods for
the people of Northern Iraq.

Iraq’s economy ended 2021 on firmer footing and posted a
growth rate of 5,9% for the year – a welcome improvement
after the sharp contraction of 16% it experienced in 2020.
However, the economic recovery was slow and was held
back by intermittent spikes in new COVID-19 cases,
widespread electricity cuts, drought conditions, and political
uncertainty following a contested national election.
Both the Nomou Iraq Fund (NIF) and Northern Iraq
Investments (NII) were able to maintain their impact profiles
in this challenging environment.
NIF investees showed some recovery and recorded a net
increase of 67 direct jobs for the year, compared to the net
loss of 120 jobs recorded in 2020. At the end of 2021, NIF
sustained 565 direct jobs. This figure includes 58 jobs held
by women, 301 by young people, and 259 by unskilled/
semi-skilled workers. The Fund also sustains a total of 760
direct and indirect jobs and supports over 3,800 livelihoods.
NII continued its COVID-19 SME Support Programme, aimed
at SMEs in northern Iraq affected by the pandemic. Since 2020,
NII has provided COVID-19 support loans to 25 businesses
and in 2021 it added 86 direct jobs to its portfolio through
new investments. At the end of the year, NII contributed to
the preservation of 467 direct jobs. This includes 119 jobs
held by women, 400 by young people, and 174 by unskilled
and semi-skilled workers. NII sustains a total of 630 direct
and indirect jobs and supports over 3,150 livelihoods. SMEs
funded through this programme have also directly supported
240 other small businesses across their value chain.
These figures are encouraging given estimates that the
pandemic has pushed 4.5 million Iraqis below the poverty
line and increased unemployment. The need for job
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creation remains especially urgent in northern Iraq as the
region continues to struggle to rebuild its infrastructure and
economy after the destruction left there by ISIS. According
to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), almost 1.2 million Iraqis remain internally displaced
in 2022 because of the invasion.
In 2022, NII is extending its COVID-19 SME Support
Programme to assist SMEs in northern Iraq still having
difficulties recovering from the impact of the pandemic.
GroFin is also broadening its impact in Iraq through a new
partnership with Orange Corners Erbil to provide local startups with coaching, mentoring and financial assistance; in
the form of the Orange Corners Innovation Fund (OCIF); as
part of the Orange Corners programme in Kurdistan.
Orange Corners is promoted and sponsored by the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency, at the request of the Dutch
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. GroFin Iraq will offer skills workshops
and one-on-one coaching sessions to nearly 100 entrepreneurs
as part of this programme. A smaller group of incubatees will
then receive additional financial assistance from OCIF and
continued business support over the next three years.
Although a higher oil price improves the outlook for the energy
sector – the International Monetary Fund (IMF) expects the
Iraqi economy to grow by 9,5% in 2022 – the Iraqi operating
environment remains challenging for most businesses and
especially for SMEs. NII and NIF’s efforts in supporting and
developing SMEs to create jobs will remain highly relevant
in this environment, as will their contribution to creating jobs
and sustainable livelihoods for Iraqis.
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Abdul Ameer Farhan and Fadi Aljabry founded Al-Ikseer Althahabi to produce decorative products like doors,
fences, and window frames for use in construction. This father and son team of entrepreneurs recognised that
using modern imported equipment could give them a competitive advantage by producing higher quantities
and higher quality products, at a lower cost.
They spent around USD 1m to secure this equipment and began developing a production facility in Basra’s
free zone. However, to complete the project, they needed additional funding to increase inventory levels,
make further improvements to the plant, and purchase a generator and vehicle to transport products. But
as their business was considered a start-up, Abdul tried to obtain financing from banks without success.

NII INVESTEE SPOTLIGHT

NIF INVESTEE SPOTLIGHT

AL-IKSEER ALTHAHABI

AL BARADA PRESS

Al Barada Press cuts and prints nylon, plastic, and paper bags sold to restaurants, bakeries, retailers,
and factories. Established in 1998, the business suffered a setback in 2006 when sectarian tensions
forced many of its trained workers from minority groups to flee Mosul. Then, when ISIS invaded in 2014,
Al Barada’s premises was completely looted of all stock and equipment. The factory could only gradually
resume production in 2019. “ISIS stopped our work and we lost [everything]. I had to start from scratch.
It was difficult for everyone,” says Nadeem Barada, Al Barada’s owner.

“I invested all my money in this project and my son left his life in Germany to come back to Iraq to be a part
of it. When I was looking for finance and with all the other challenges, we almost lost hope. But we decided
to keep fighting to get our project off the ground and that would not have happened without GroFin’s
support.” Abdul says.

As Al Barada’s sales are dependent on economic activity in other sectors, the COVID-19 lockdown severely
affected the business and Nadeem was forced to use surplus funds intended to install a new and modern
production line to survive the crisis. “Covid was another setback to my business. The lockdown and movement
restrictions greatly affected our operations and 2020 was the worst period. We made huge losses.”

In September 2020, the Nomou Iraq Fund extended a loan to Al-Ikseer and the business could finally
commence its operations. It produces both finished products to be sold directly to homeowners and building
contractors, as well as semi-finished products to be sold to metal workshops. Although the COVID-19
pandemic weighed down initial sales, the business has slowly started to build up its revenues and its current
sales levels are higher than projected.

The NII COVID-19 SME Support Progamme relief loan provided Al Barada with working capital to recover
from the pandemic and install the new production line. “We developed a new production line that enabled
us to compete with neighbouring countries, manufacture high-quality products and sell to a wider market,”
Nadeem says of the impact the loan made on his business.

BUSINESS SUPPORT

BENEFICIARY SPOTLIGHT

GroFin’s business support to Al-Ikseer has included advice on
financial management, such as supporting the entrepreneurs
to implement an accounting system and regularly analysing the
financial performance of the business with them. GroFin has
regular discussions with the entrepreneurs on sales and marketing,
providing them with new ideas and suggestions to improve sales.

Al-Ikseer currently employs eight people. Abdul Husaain
Saied had been working with the entrepreneurs on a
part-time basis since 2017. When production started in
2020, he joined the business as a full-time maintenance
specialist. Abdul supports his wife and five children.

“GroFin is providing us with continuous
business support, including financial analysis
and marketing and sales advice. This helped
us to have a better understanding of our
company’s position in the market and our
plans to expand and increase our sales.”

“Having a full-time job is much better than
doing part-time jobs, where no continuity is
guaranteed. This job security has made my
life better and happier and
helps me provide a better
life for my family.”
Abdul Husaain Saied
Employee at Al-Ikseer

BENEFICIARY SPOTLIGHT
Al Barada employs five people. Abdallah has been
working there since 2004 – returning to his job
after the invasion by ISIS and staying employed
throughout the pandemic. Abdallah supports his
wife and five young children.

“Working here has been a big part
of my life. I hope to continue my
work and (raise) my children.”
Abdallah
Employee at Al Barada Press

Abdul Ameer Farhan, owner of Al-Ikseer
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NOMOU OMAN FUND

Through a gift to the nation, Shell first established the Intilaaqah Enterprise Fund in Oman in
2007 and it was then rebranded to the Nomou Oman Fund in 2013. The Fund was established to
benefit local entrepreneurship and Omanisation, which refers to the employment of Omanis by
local businesses. It targets high impact sectors and aims to increase the number of local SMEs
participating in the supply chain of large companies operating in the country. Nomou Oman aims
to contribute to job creation, especially among the youth, through stimulating the development
and growth of Oman’s SME sector.

INVESTOR AND FUNDER

Performance of the Nomou Oman
Fund
Throughout 2021, Oman experienced surges in
COVID-19 cases that resulted in lockdown measures to
restrict travel and movement and disrupted businesses'
operations. In the final quarter of the year, economic
activity was also impacted by cyclone Shaheen which
caused widespread flooding on Oman’s northern coast.
However, the recovery in oil prices enabled the
country’s oil-dependent economy to grow by 2%
in 2021, reversing the 3.9% contraction it posted
in 2020 due to the pandemic. Inflation rose to
3.5% in November, marking the highest level since
February 2012, due to the introduction of the VAT
and recovering economic activity.

LEADING GULF FOODS
OMAN

The Nomou Oman Fund has invested a total
amount of USD 30.8m in 42 clients and has a gross
outstanding portfolio of USD 12.5m. The Fund’s
exposure is 52% concentrated in the construction
industry. The other main sectors in which the Fund
invested include wholesale & retail trade at 24% and
other services at 11%.

held by women, 361 jobs held by the youth, and 745
jobs held by unskilled/semi-skilled workers. The Fund
also sustains 2,550 direct and indirect jobs and supports
over 12,750 livelihoods.
In the coming year, the NOF will employ a more
commercially oriented mindset to new investments and
will continue to target viable sectors that have proven
to be resistant to the impact of COVID-19. NOF will
continue to offer its existing clients extensive business
support with a focus on decisive and proactive measures
to assist client businesses that have come under
pressure. A prudent approach to new investments and
focus on turnaround strategies for existing clients are
aimed at strengthening the sustainability of the Fund, as
well as its impact.
The IMF expects the Omani economy to grow by 5,6% in
2022. However, fiscal consolidation, a struggling labour
market and uncertainty around the virus pose downside
risks to the country’s economic outlook. An additional
weakness is the country’s dependency on energy and its
closeness to regional conflicts.

In 2021, the Fund recorded a net increase of 83 new
direct jobs compared to the net loss of 448 direct jobs
observed during 2020. At the end of the year, it sustained
1,705 direct jobs. This figure includes 269 jobs
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CUMULATIVE DISBURSEMENTS (US$ M)
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NOMOU OMAN FUND
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT THE END OF 2021

LEADING GULF FOODS

Leading Gulf Foods distributes food products like chicken, eggs, milk, and cheese as well as non-perishable
food items like tea and cooking oil. Established in 2019, its focus on essential food products – as well as careful
management by its founders – allowed Leading Gulf to continue growing despite the difficult market conditions
created by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Entrepreneurs Fahmi Al Zakwani and Rashid Al Hamili approached GroFin for funding to help the business expand
and to meet the requirements to obtain contracts with companies which supply on-site food services in the Omani
oil fields. The funds it received from the Nomou Oman Fund enabled Leading Gulf to increase its inventory levels,
add cooling systems to its storerooms, and purchase new delivery vehicles.
Leading Gulf has subsequently been able to increase its number of customers from 87 to 125 industrial clients,
wholesalers, semi-wholesalers, and retailers. Its client list now includes 30 hypermarkets, compared to 20 before
the business received financing. It has also clinched a contract with an oil field service provider. Leading Gulf
currently employs 14 full-time employees and 30 part-time workers. These figures include five women.

“The funding we received from GroFin helped us to implement our shortand longer-term investment plans. Certainly, this will help us build a
strong foundation and achieve our long-term vision for our business.”
Fahmi Al Zakwani, main shareholder of Leading Gulf Foods
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BUSINESS SUPPORT
GroFin’s business support has helped Leading Gulf to cut its
expenses, win new clients, and gain better control in managing its

Wholesale & Retail Trade

operations. GroFin Oman introduced Leading Gulf to Al Reef Foods,

27%

another NOF investee operating in the same industry, allowing both
businesses to benefit from an agreement to share storage space.
We assisted the business in upgrading its existing accounting
software, introducing Google Apps Services and moving its

47%
Construction
Professional, IT & Other Services

information technology system into the cloud. We helped Leading
Gulf access new market opportunities by linking them to various
local commercial exhibitions.

10%
Accommodation & Food Services

“GroFin’s experience helped us to build standard operating procedures and
improve the overall standards within our organisation.”

9%

Manufacturing

4%
Education
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3%

2% Transportation & Storage

Fahmi Al Zakwani
Main Shareholder of Leading Gulf Foods
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ASPIRE SMALL BUSINESS FUND (ASBF) &
ASPIRE GROWTH FUND (AGF)

ASPIRE SMALL BUSINESS FUND
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT THE END OF 2021
CUMULATIVE GAUM (US$ M)

ASPIRE SMALL BUSINESS FUND
The Aspire Small Business Fund (ASBF) supports viable, growth-oriented, micro & small
enterprises to help stimulate long-term economic and social development in the Niger Delta
region. It was established in 2013 through the joint effort of GroFin and Shell Petroleum
Development Company of Nigeria (SPDC).
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The ASBF gives special consideration to labour intensive sectors creating high levels of employment.
The Fund also focuses on current or former participants of small business support programmes,
such as the Shell LiveWire scheme.

ASPIRE GROWTH FUND

2017

The Aspire Growth Fund (AGF) was founded in 2013 as the sister fund to the ASBF. It shares the
same objectives as the ASBF, while focusing on larger (medium-sized) enterprises – with higher job
creation potential – by providing its clients the local equivalent of between USD 100k and USD 3m
in risk finance. The Fund commenced disbursement in 2017.

2018

2021

1.4

AGF maintained its impact footprint despite the challenging
economic conditions and recorded a net increase of 45
direct jobs in 2021, compared to a net loss of 122 jobs
during 2020. At the end of the year, the Fund sustained
1,058 direct jobs, of which 468 were held by women, 612
by the youth, and 497 by unskilled/semi-skilled workers.
The Fund also sustained 2,645 direct and indirect jobs and
supported 13,225 livelihoods.

These economic headwinds also affected businesses
in the Niger Delta and were compounded by increased
security risks in the region. The Aspire Growth Fund (AGF)
and Aspire Small Business Fund (ASBF) saw their clients
come under severe pressure in these circumstances, with
the smaller businesses funded by ASBF struggling most to
recover from the impact of the pandemic and recession. At
the end of the year, AGF maintained seven accounts with a
portfolio size of USD 7.61m. The collective value of ASBF’s
portfolio stood at USD 1.11m.

ASBF’s ability to maintain its impact was constrained as
most of the small businesses in its portfolio have not been
able to recover from the erosion of their working capital
caused by two very challenging years. Only 60% of ASBF’s
clients were fully operational at the end of 2021. Despite
this, the Fund continued to sustain 433 direct jobs. This
figure includes 175 jobs held by women, 210 by the youth,
and 301 jobs held by unskilled/semi-skilled workers. The
Fund also sustained 1,080 direct and indirect jobs and
supported over 5,410 livelihoods.

As both Funds were in harvest, neither made new
investments during 2021 and maintained their focus on
recoveries and providing business support to existing
clients. This support centred on assisting clients to improve
their financial recordkeeping through training them to use
Excel templates, acquiring the necessary software, or
outsourcing the accounting function. Clients were also
offered training to improve their digital marketing capabilities,
as well as advice on ESG and corporate governance.

In 2022, AGF and ASBF will continue to focus on optimising
recoveries from their portfolios within what is likely to remain
a tough economic environment with the IMF predicting that
Nigerian economic growth will slow to 3.4%.

2017

CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT
DIRECTLY FINANCED ENTERPRISES

1.4

1.2

The Nigerian economy was able to recover from the
recession it experienced in 2020 but only managed to
grow by 3.6% in 2021. The economic rebound was slower
than expected and hindered by COVID-19 flare-ups and
the slow rollout of vaccinations. The depreciation of the
Naira contributed to an inflation rate of nearly 17% for the
year, pushing up the cost of doing business and eroding
consumer spending power.
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ASBF INVESTEE SPOTLIGHT

AL-IKSEER
ZETI INDUSTRIES
ALTHAHABI

Zeti Industries Limited is a small-scale palm oil business operating an oil palm plantation. Zeti produces
palm oil, palm kernel oil, and palm kernel cake. Oijeh Gregory, Zeti’s owner, developed the plantation on a
100-hectare plot granted to him for his contribution to his community.
The Aspire Small Business Fund (ASBF) extended financing to Zeti in 2016, allowing the business to
purchase the equipment it needed to expand. The expansion allowed Zeti to double its production
capacity and increase the amount of palm oil bunches it bought from local farmers in the area. Zeti exited
the Fund in September 2021.
Oijeh says the pandemic affected his business very badly. Zeti’s production levels and sales decreased
drastically as COVID-19 movement restrictions made it impossible to reach all its farms to maintain or harvest
crops. This left the palm oil mill without any raw material to process. “We had to cut back operations drastically.
The most difficult challenge was how to pay employees to maintain their families,” Oijeh says.

BUSINESS SUPPORT
Before the pandemic, GroFin provided Oijeh with business and financial advisory services, frequently visiting the plantation
to discuss the progress of the business. This helped him adopt a more disciplined approach to financial record-keeping.
Oijeh says the GroFin team continued to provide him support and encouragement during the crisis. This included advice on
cash flow management, stock management, and how to reduce overhead costs. When Zeti could not control the availability
of raw materials, GroFin’s suggested that only certain staff members work, based on production output, while the rest was
placed on compulsory unpaid leave.

BENEFICIARY SPOTLIGHT
The pandemic forced Zeti to reduce its staff number from
23 to 10. Solomon Nmorsi has been working as Plantation
Manager at Zeti for four years, supporting his wife
and four children. He says many people in his
community are struggling financially in the wake
of the pandemic.

“To still have a job in this period,
one must count himself lucky.”
Solomon Nmorsi,
Employee of Zeti Industries
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“GroFin helped to expand our
production capacity to double our
output and have a greater positive
impact on our community in terms of
employment, especially for women.
GroFin’s frequent visits and support
also helped us steady our business.”

Oijeh Gregory,
Owner of Zeti Industries

MAMAD SCHOOL
NIGERIA
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CUMULATIVE GAUM (US$ M)

8.8

8.8

NO. OF CLIENT ORGANISATIONS (SMEs)

8

7.6

8

6

5.6

2018

8

2019

2020

2021

CUMULATIVE JOBS MAINTAINED AT DIRECTLY
FINANCED ENTERPRISES

1,135
1,013

2018

2019

2020

2021

CUMULATIVE REALISATIONS (US$)

3.2M

1,058

HOPESPRING FOUNDATION SCHOOLS (MAMAD SCHOOLS)

AGF INVESTEE SPOTLIGHT

ASPIRE GROWTH FUND
INVESTMENT & IMPACT METRICS AS AT THE END OF 2021

Women entrepreneur, Mary Musa, started Hopespring Foundation Schools (MAMAD Schools) in 2005 with
just six pupils. “I believe that every child is special and unique and should have the opportunity to learn in the
best way in which he learns,” she says.
Hopespring quickly grew and in 2018, the Aspire Growth Fund (AGF) extended financing to the business to
add more classrooms to the school building. It now consists of a creche, nursery, and primary school and
had grown to 450 pupils before the COVID-19 pandemic struck.
Although Hopespring could easily shift to online learning during the pandemic, it left many parents struggling
financially and unable to pay school fees. Mary says many parents were left permanently unemployed and
enrolment levels have remained lower.

BUSINESS SUPPORT

1.7M

GroFin supported Mary during the crisis by helping her to review her business and its financial position using our

549

COVID-19 Resilience Tool Kit. This included conducting a cash flow stress test and helping her to consider how
she could reduce expenses. GroFin also advised Mary to start using accounting software to keep track of her

749K

business’s finances more effectively.

191K

2018

2019

2020

2021

2018

2019

2020

2021

SECTOR DISTRIBUTION - OUTSTANDING PORTFOLIO

37%

Education

16%

Mary Musa
Owner of MAMAD Schools

“GroFin’s advice helped to streamline
our finance processes and effectively
track our income and expenditure.
GroFin was very helpful during the crisis.
More importantly, they listened to our
concerns and gave us advice on how to
navigate the present financial terrain.”

IMPACT

Wholesale & Retail Trade

9%

Manufacturing

37%
Accommodation & Food
Services

“We presently employ 75 people most of whom are the major breadwinners in
their families, particularly the female members of staff.”
Mary says about Hopespring’s impact.
The school has 61 women employees and has also allowed three more women to earn a livelihood as fruit vendors and by operating
a tuck shop – all three are the breadwinners in their families.
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RIVELCO AGRIFOOD
KENYA
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ABOUT GROFIN

OUR PEOPLE
WHO WE ARE
GroFin is a specialist, impact-driven SME financier. As a pioneering private development finance institution,
GroFin helps entrepreneurs in emerging markets to succeed by providing them expert advice, continuous
guidance, and financing to grow their businesses. We believe that a growing SME sector which creates
sustainable jobs is the most powerful driver of social and economic development that truly improves people’s
lives.
Headquartered in Mauritius, we offer financing and support to SGBs in 14 countries in Africa and the Middle East.
Our work helps to generate employment, strengthen value chains, and develop markets to bring about inclusive
growth and improved living conditions in the low- and middle-income countries where we operate.

Alfinaz Murad

Arigye M. Munyangabo

Ashraf Esmael

Brienne van der Walt

Christian Bugabo

Investment Executive:
Jordan

Investment Executive:
Uganda

Chief Investment Officer:
Middle East

Chief Executive Officer

Investment Executive:
Rwanda

Johan van der
Westhuizen

GroFin focuses on small businesses operating in education, healthcare, agri-business, manufacturing, and
key services (water, energy and sanitation). Since its inception in 2004, GroFin has invested in over 768
SMEs and sustained over 77,960 jobs. We have had the support of 34 international finance institutions,
development organisations, and private funders with committed capital of USD 540 million.

OUR VISION
We aim to be the leading
financial services institution
to entrepreneurs who own
successful small to mediumsized enterprises – a reputable
organisation that everyone
wants to be associated with, do
business with and refer clients
to, due to our best in-sector
performance.

OUR MISSION
Serving the underserved
entrepreneurs in the small
and growing business
sector with risk capital and
business support, helping
them to realise their full
business potential and
deliver quantifiable social
and economic development
impact.

OUR PURPOSE
GroFin’s purpose is to develop
a scalable, replicable and
sustainable business model for
the SME missing middle. Through
developing successful SMEs at
scale, GroFin aims to create jobs
and measurable impact in line
with Sustainable Development
Goal 8: Decent work and
economic growth.

Cobus Wells

Femi Salami

Germin Benyamin

Ishmael Managa

Chief Investment Officer:
Africa

Senior Investment Manager:
Nigeria

Investment Executive:

Head of IST

Finance Executive:
Funds and Programs

Egypt

Jurie Willemse

Kevin Kageuka

Lizel Channon

Malan Alexis

Marius Ittmann

Chairman

Credit Administration
Manager:
Tanzania

Credit Risk Executive

Investment Manager:
Ivory Coast & Senegal

Business Support Executive

Raed Adnan

Rita Odero

Sami Al-Hassan

Samuel Sedegah

Sharmila Kowlessur

Investment Executive:
Iraq

Investment Executive:
Kenya

Investment Executive:
Oman

Investment Executive:
Ghana

Head of Marketing

WHY WE EXIST
GroFin was founded by an African serial entrepreneur who developed our business model based on his
personal experience of growing his own businesses. Despite the immense contribution SGBs make to
economic growth and job creation, they are prone to high failure rates and often struggle to access the
financing they need to grow. These businesses are too big for micro-finance, too small for private equity
funds, and too risky for traditional security-based lenders and become trapped in the so-called “missing
middle”. GroFin provides SGBs with medium-term risk finance to escape this trap.
However, GroFin recognises that SGBs in Africa and the Middle East face a range of unique challenges
that often keep them from reaching their full potential. They need support beyond finance to succeed.
GroFin’s business support offering is designed to give small businesses access to the wider range
of expertise, information, networks, and market linkages that larger businesses tend to access more
easily. It aspires to help entrepreneurs build sustainable, profitable, and cash-positive businesses.
GroFin's business support addresses critical management skills in areas such as financial management
and accounting, business planning, operations, sales & marketing, human resources planning, and
Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG). We help SGBs grow through empowering entrepreneurs to
overcome challenges that keep them from growing into sustainable and formalised businesses that create
lasting impact.
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Trevor Conradie

William Morkel

Investment Executive:
South Africa & Zambia

Chief Financial Officer
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Risk management is fundamental to GroFin’s
business and crucial to sustaining its long-term
growth and reputation.

GROFIN SUSTAINS A
RISK MANAGEMENT
CULTURE BASED ON THE
FOLLOWING ELEMENTS:

GroFin is exposed to a variety of risks including credit,
operational, strategic, and reputational risk. Managing
these risks form part of GroFin’s core capabilities.

•

The GroFin value system.

•

An integrated, holistic risk
management approach to
decision-making.

GroFin is committed to applying international best

•

practices and standards to risk management. Our
risk philosophy is underpinned by the objective of
shareholder and investor value creation through
sustainable and profitable growth, in a manner that is
consistent with shareholder and investor expectations

•

of our risk-bearing capacity and risk appetite.
GroFin’s risk management approach is that risks

Proactive risk management
with equal attention 		
to quantifiable and 		
unquantifiable risks.
A risk awareness culture,
inculcated through risk-		
adjusted performance 		
measures.

are identified and managed, and returns must be

•

commensurate with the risks taken, relative to
our risk appetite. Every GroFin employee has the
responsibility to familiarise themselves with the
company's declared priority of risk management
and to recognise real or anticipated risks and take

Disciplined and effective
risk management 		
processes and controls
and adherence to 		
standards and limits.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

RISK MANAGEMENT

RISK PHILOSOPHY

Governance refers to the way the leadership and management of GroFin are organised to maximise value for all
stakeholders. Risk governance refers to the approach that seeks to balance the demand for entrepreneurship,
control, and transparency while supporting GroFin’s objectives through efficient decision-making.

The most influential role players in GroFin's risk management framework are:
RISK GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
SUPPORTIVE OF

STRUCTURE

Risk management culture
and environment in the
Group. Risk management
policies, guidelines, risk
appetite, and risk tolerance.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Risk management framework

CEO, LC & EXCO

SUPPORTED BY

Board Committees
Leadership Committees (LC)
Executive Committees (EXCO)
Risk management and risk
control departments

RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Group Specialist Functions

Risk Management Function

• Group Finance

appropriate action to address them.

•

Compliance with 		
relevant statutory, 		
regulatory and supervisory
requirements.

• Group Information Systems Technology
• Human Resources
• Group Legal

• Regulatory Compliance
• Internal Audit

• Group Treasury

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
RISK MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
Risk management at GroFin is guided through these principles:

•

control and monitor the business and provide effective corporate governance.
•

01

02

03

04

The Board of Directors is appointed by and accountable to GroFin’s shareholders to lead, 		

05

The CEO is appointed by the board and assisted by the Senior Management to manage 		
GroFin’s business within an acceptable risk profile and achieve sustainable profits. The CEO,
LC, and EXCO's main responsibilities include overseeing risk processes at executive level, 		
ensuring risk management and policies are approved and implemented, ensuring risk is 		
considered in long-term plans, and regularly reporting on risk to the board.

ASSIGNMENT OF
APPROPRIATE

FRAMEWORK FOR

PROTECTION

RISK

RESPONSIBILITY

INTEGRATED RISK

OF OUR

ASSESSMENT AND

AND

MANAGEMENT

REPUTATION

MEASUREMENT

INDEPENDENT
REVIEW

•

The Risk Management Function ensures an integrated and effective risk management 		
framework is established. It consists of GroFin’s Internal Audit and Regulatory Compliance 		
departments which oversee and assess risk integration across the business.

ACCOUNTABILITY

•

GroFin’s operating model is designed to obtain maximum operational efficiency from several 		
shared services and specialist functions play an important role in risk management.
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HOW GROFIN
MEASURES IMPACT

GroFin strives to produce sustainable returns on capital for its investors – not only returns on financial
capital but also returns on human and environmental capital. GroFin operates in the SGB sector in
emerging markets where there is high human capital growth (including sustainable job creation),
good potential for sustainable positive impact on local economies – (especially those at the base of
the pyramid), alongside relatively low environmental risk exposure. In accordance with the framework
developed by the Impact Development Project 1 (2016), the impact strategy and impact considerations
for GroFin’s managed funds consist of the following measurable dimensions:

IN LINE WITH THIS THEORY OF CHANGE & IMPACT THESIS, AND WORKING CLOSELY WITH ITS
INVESTORS, GROFIN HAS DEFINED FIVE CORE STRATEGIC IMPACT OBJECTIVES:
01
•

02
•

03
•

WHAT

WHO

HOW MUCH

CONTRIBUTION

RISK

What outcomes
and impact
does GroFin
aim to achieve?

Who are the key
actors that GroFin
seeks to influence
and how are they
underserved
related to the
outcome?

How many
of GroFin’s
stakeholders
experienced
the outcome?

Did GroFin’s
financial and
business support
result in outcomes
that were likely
better than would
have occurred?

What is the
likelihood
that GroFin’s
impact will be
different that
expected?

GROFIN’S IMPACT THESIS
GroFin’s impact thesis centres on the belief that SGBs are underutilised engines of growth in emerging
markets. Above all, SGBs at the base of the pyramid have tremendous potential to grow and benefit
the most vulnerable populations. Compared to microenterprises, they tend to create more and better
paying formal sector jobs with greater continuity and benefits. Compared to medium-sized and large
companies, they are the principal business segment providing goods to low-income populations in
emerging economies and linking them to markets.

04
•
05
•

To establish an effective, replicable working model to deliver sustainable development impact at scale across sectors
and geographies in the developing world, through the support and growth of small and growing businesses (SGBs) in
managed funds.
To invest in viable SGB entrepreneurs with sound business plans and long-term prospects and then support them as
they realise their potential, so as to nurture the sustainable development of this sector in the developing economies
we operate in.
To invest in and support SGBs that have the capacity to create and maintain sustainable employment and generate
broad-based employment opportunities, especially for women and employees at the base of the pyramid, so as to
contribute to inclusive growth in the developing economies we operate in.
To expand local and national economic development, improve local supply chains, grow local markets, and help
meet the basic needs of the masses, especially at the base of the pyramid.
To de-risk and professionalise the SGB sector in the countries we operate in, so as to enhance sustainable
business viability, reduce investor reputational risk, and reduce the potential negative environmental and social
impacts of our investments.

Some GroFin Funds have additional specific objectives/targets, as agreed with our investors. However, these are in general
terms all aligned to the above core objectives.
GroFin systematically assesses the current and potential impact footprint of each potential deal using proprietary impact
assessment tools and conducts mandatory quarterly monitoring of the key impact KPIs of its portfolio clients until their exit.

CARETECH
KENYA

GROFIN IMPACT DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

• US$ business
development
grant
• No. of donors

MARKET
DEVELOPMENT
GRANT

BUSINESS
SUPPORT
GRANT

• No. of country
offices

• Number of
technical
assistance
partners

• Jobs maintained at directly
financed enterprises (male,
female, youth, unskilled/
semi-skilled)

• No. of SGBs
invested in
• US$ investment in
qualifying SGBs

• % gross & net IRR
• Viable SGBs

• No. of SGBs
supported/receiving
external technical
assistance
• % growth in turnover
• % growth in
profitability

IMPACT

• Jobs created at directly
financed entreprises (male,
female, youth, unskilled/
semi-skilled)
• % Women-owned &
managed businesses
invested in
• No. of companies invested
that ensures quality of
employment (gender wage
equity, sexual harassment
policy etc.)
• No. of learners served (male/
female)
• No. of patients served (male/
female)
• No. BoP customers served
• No. of women provided with
access to finance, quality
employment, and products
& services that enhanced
economic participation

IMPROVED
LIVELIHOODS

INCLUSIVE EMPLOYMENT

• US$ market
development
grant
• No. of donors

CAPITAL

• No. of qualified
staff
• Cumulative
years of SGB
experience

OUTCOME

SUCCESSFUL GROWING SMEs

• US$ risk capital
• No. of investors

RISK

OUTPUT

SGB DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

INPUT

• No. of
livelihoods
improved

GROFIN CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS
THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE
UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS (UN SDGs)

SDGs ADVANCED THROUGH
GROFIN INVESTMENTS

GroFin has adopted the UN SDGs as an overarching
framework to demonstrate the relevance and scale of our
impact and contributions of our investments. GroFin has
invested in businesses that are underwritten with a goal to
generate a measurable and demonstrated outcome aligned
with the UN SDGs.

ECONOMIC
GROWTH
• US$ of
economic
value added
to SGBs

The core focus of our investments (Primary SDGs) has been
towards advancing SDG 8 to promote full and productive
employment and decent work by providing tailored financing
and business support to SGBs. From our investments in
different sectors, our investees have also been directly and
indirectly contributing towards SDG 2, SDG 3, SDG 4, SDG
6, SDG 7, SDG 11, and SDG 12.

1

https://impactmanagementproject.com/
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IMPACT MEASUREMENT
AND REPORTING

GroFin has continuously endeavored to raise the level of robustness of its Impact Measurement and
Management Framework. This framework is guided by, and adheres to, the following international
standards and frameworks:

Enterprise impact at the level of our

•

using proprietary GroFin templates and

Funds’ investees is captured at the time
of investment and reviewed quarterly
and annually. Impact data is collected,

•

IFC’s Operating Principles for Impact Management (GroFin published the required Disclosure
Statement in 2021: https://www.grofin.com/grofin-a-signatory-of-the-principles-for-impact-

tools, during mandatory client site visits

management/, after becoming a signatory in November 2020)

carried out by our investment staff every
quarter. The impact data is then uploaded

The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGS)

•

The United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI)

•

Global Impact Investing Network’s (GIIN) IRIS+ Metrics

on GroFin’s ERP system, CASPER, which is
managed centrally. Each quarter, the GroFin
Impact Team carries out data accuracy and

•

Harmonised Indicators for Private Sector Operations (HIPSO)

•

Measuring Impact and the Guidelines for Good Impact Practice developed by the Impact

completeness checks to ensure that up-to-date
and quality impact data is being captured.

Working Group of the Social Impact Investment Taskforce, G8 (2014)

AL MOBDIOON
IRAQ

The impact figures provided in this report are based on reviews of GroFin’s internally managed dataset of 768
portfolio clients as at 31 December 2021. Write-offs and clients which have exited GroFin Managed-Funds
more than five years ago were excluded. Successful exits, including those prior to 2021, were included.

GroFin’s broader socio-economic impact (total jobs sustained, economic value added, and
livelihoods impacted) is based on internal analysis. It is calculated using an impact estimation
model developed for GroFin by independent consultancy StewardRedqueen (www.
stewardredqueen.com). The model uses GroFin’s clients as its starting point

1

5

and estimates impact at the client itself as direct effects. It also estimates

Establishing
an investment
strategy & setting
objectives

Monitoring &
reporting

the ripple effect GroFin’s clients have on the broader economy as indirect
effects.
GroFin acknowledges that observed and estimated impact,

4

GROFIN’S
IMPACT
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

Verifying
& valuing
impact

measured through metrics like total jobs sustained and

2
Defining impact
measurement
framework and
impact metrics

Baseline client impact data
captured at time of investment

economic value added, cannot always be wholly attributed to
our interventions of providing access to appropriate finance
and business support to SGBs. Even though GroFin is

Impact data captured
through mandatory client
visits every quarter

able to quantify with some degree of accuracy the effect
(outcomes and impact) of our interventions (inputs) in
the vast majority of cases, we understand that there are
other factors like additional client funders, client activity,

3

Impact data captured in
GroFin’s ERP system

and market conditions which also contribute to the
impact metrics we estimate and report on. Since GroFin
plays such a crucial role in facilitating the sustainable

Measuring results
Captured data reviewed by
GroFin Impact Team

growth of our clients’ businesses, we report 100% of
the impact. However, GroFin does not claim full credit
for its impact and we use the words “contribute/s to’’,
“sustained’’, and “livelihoods supported’’ where possible
to best describe the impact of our interventions.

Overview of GroFin’s Impact Management System and Impact Data Collection process
Mambo Jambo Tours
TANZANIA
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ESG AT GROFIN:
CREATING VALUE THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY

INTEGRATING ESG IN THE INVESTMENT PROCESS
GroFin integrates ESG risk/opportunity assessment and best practices into our end-to-end investment
process as follows:
•

We assess all new investments from an ESG perspective as an integral part of the investment
appraisal process.

•

GroFin assists our clients to develop relevant action plans to mitigate any identified ESG risks.

•

We monitor client performance on ESG matters and their progress towards relevant action plans
and targets for improvements.

•

GroFin periodically reports on the performance of portfolio companies regarding ESG factors to the
governing bodies of the Funds we manage.

In developing an ESG framework, GroFin has

As part of the investee onboarding process, all

given general consideration to a range of best

GroFin clients sign a General Facility Agreement

practice investment codes and standards. These

which includes a general Corporate Responsibility

include the World Bank’s Group Environmental,

Best Practice Undertaking not to engage in a list of

Health, and Safety Guidelines and the International

prohibited activities (covered in the IFC exclusion list2).

Finance Corporation (IFC) Performance Standards
on Environmental and Social Sustainability.

ESG SCREENING OF ALL PROSPECTIVE INVESTEES

and very high-risk scores from individual parameters are

tier classification of generalised ESG risks and all clients

included in the Business Support Action Plan for that client

are classified into these categories during initial screening.

so these risks can be eliminated or mitigated.

3

GroFin's ESG Policy requires that all clients classified as
"Category A" undergo an Impact & ESG Review with input

GroFin also monitors and records any incidents involving

from the Group Impact & ESG Manager to identify most

portfolio companies that result in serious workplace injuries

ESG risks and to suggest mitigating measures. GroFin's

or fatalities, material negative impacts on the environment, or

IMs then conduct site audits, entrepreneur interviews, and

material breaches of law. We promote appropriate corrective

documentation reviews to carefully consider potential ESG

actions and reports such incidents to our funds’ governing

risks to score all clients on ESG risk parameters. This final

bodies and investors.

risk score/rating informs the investment decision and all high

the IFC’s Environmental, Health & Safety Guidelines. As per the GroFin ESG Policy, Investment Managers
(IMs) refer clients identified as high-risk to the Impact & ESG Manager who conducts or arranges with
in-country experts to conduct a full ESG audit/gap assessment of the client business. The findings of this
assessment are included in the risk screening process. If GroFin invests in the business, these findings
are translated into Business Support Actions which are then implemented to eliminate or mitigate the risk.

PRE-SCREENING

• Check against
exclusion list of
prohibited activities

DUE DILIGENCE
ASSESSMENT OF ESG
RISKS & OPPORTUNITIES

• ESG site visit
• Assessment of material
ESG risks & opportunities deal ESG risk rating
• Development of ESG
related Business Support
Action Plan

POST-INVESTMENT
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
MONITORING & ESG
RELATED BUSINESS
SUPPORT

• On-site ESG audit
• Assessment of material
ESG risks & opportunities deal ESG risk rating
• Development of ESG
related Business Support
Action Plan

REPORTING OF ESG
PERFORMANCE AT CLIENT &
FUND LEVEL

• Annual client ESG risk
rating review
• Fund ESG reports
• Ad-hoc ESG reporting

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/company-resources/ifcexclusionlist
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Moreover, GroFin subscribes to the World Bank’s three-

GroFin screens all clients to determine if they should be considered as high-risk clients, as defined by

PRE-INVESTMENT

2

AL MAJAL
IRAQ
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ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

• Climate change

• Working conditions and labour rights

• Legal and regulatory compliance

• Waste & pollution

• Health and safety

• Business ethics

• Resource depletion

• Employee training

• Business formalisation

• Energy efficiency

• Local communities

• Tax strategy
• Supply chain management

GROFIN OVERALL ESG PERFORMANCE AS AT THE END OF 2021:
•

100% of clients compliant with GroFin’s ESG Policy and Corporate Responsibility Undertaking.

•

GroFin has no investments in prohibited/excluded activities – as per the International Finance Corporation’s
Exclusion List.

•

3

All GroFin's client business are formalised at their exit from our Funds.

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/policies-standards/es-categorization
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Address: 9 | Uniciti Office Park | Bambous, 90203 | Mauritius
Telephone: +230 452 9156
Email: media@grofin.com
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